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 Helen Zhao

Subject: FW: ADVANCE SECURITY INC., FCC ID: H5OT34,  Assessment NO.: AN06T6318, Notice#
1

Operational 
Description.pdf

-----Original Message-----

From: eva.fan [mailto:eva.fan@tw.ccsemc.com]

Sent: Tuesday, November 21, 2006 6:08 PM

To: Helen Zhao

Cc: application@tw.ccsemc.com; eva.fan; lily.shu

Subject: RE: ADVANCE SECURITY INC., FCC ID: H5OT34, Assessment NO.:

AN06T6318, Notice#1

Dear Helen, 

Thank you very much for your information. 

Question #1: 

---> Sorry about that! 

Attached please find Operational Description.pdf! 

Best regards,

Eva Fan

-----Original Message-----

From: Helen Zhao 

Sent: Monday, November 20, 2006 4:10 PM

To: Helen Zhao

Subject: ADVANCE SECURITY INC., FCC ID: H5OT34, Assessment NO.:

AN06T6318, Notice#1

Question #1: The operational description indicates: "The module will be

transmitting when the RF module data input is Hi; the module will stop

transmitting when the

RF module data input is Low". The test report indicates: "This EUT works

as a FM modulation. Signal HI will trigger FM OSC to generate a

915.004MHz frequency and signal LOW will trigger FM OSC to generate a

914.996MHz frequency. It is only 0.008MHz deviation, so that there is no

duty cycle on it." Please confirm whether the RF module data input Hi"

equals signal HI stated in the report; the RF module data input Low
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equals signal LOW stated in the report. If the answer is yes, please

clarify whether the device is still transmitting RF signal when the

signal is low. The test report contradicts the operational description

on this. You may need to update the relevant document.

Best Regards,

Helen Zhao

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can

continue on the above referenced application. Failure to provide the

requested information within 30 days of the original e-mail date may

result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. Also,

please note that partial responses increase processing time and should

not be submitted. Any questions about the content of this correspondence

should be directed to the e-mail address listed below the name of the

sender.


